33.651 Water Service

Sections:
   33.651.010 Purpose
   33.651.020 Water Service Standard
   33.651.030 Environmental Overlay Zones

33.651.010 Purpose
Water service provides water for public health and emergency purpose, including fire suppression. These standards ensure that the public water system will serve each lot in the land division and, where appropriate, will extend through the land division to reach adjacent sites. They will result in an efficient, flexible water distribution system that can serve a variety of development configurations while minimizing overall development costs.

33.651.020 Water Service Standard
Water service must meet the standard of this section. Adjustments are prohibited. The Water Bureau or District and the Fire Bureau have verified that water facilities with adequate capacity and pressure are available to serve the proposed development.

33.651.030 Environmental Overlay Zones
If any portion of the water service is within an Environmental Overlay Zone, it is subject to the regulations of Chapter 33.430, Environmental Overlay Zones.

(Added by: Ord. Nos. 175965 and 176333, effective 7/1/02.)